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If you own a web site or you need to create one, then you probably need some kind of a tool that will
help you to protect your source code and other HTML/JavaScript files. As it may seem, HTML
Guardian is exactly what you need to make your job easier and to protect your source code. With this
tool you can encrypt the files that you want to make private and password-protect them, so the files
can be protected from other users in an unauthorized way. If you will be working with these files
over and over again, then they will be much easier to deal with, because they will be much easier to
protect. So, if you need to work with different web projects, then it will be much easier for you to
keep all your source code under a same encryption. Moreover, you will not have to pay any attention
to the fact that you forgot to protect the files that you want to reuse in another project. You will not
need to remember which files you want to protect, or you want to keep them secret. Another
advantage of using HTML Guardian is the fact that you can encrypt the files that are larger than the
predetermined size. So, you will not need to worry that someone will be able to view your source
code. In addition, you will not need to worry about the fact that someone will be able to steal your
source code from your website, because all the data that will be stored inside the files will be
encrypted as well. You can use the program’s protection mode and protect your website from being
stolen. This way, you will be able to protect your website from any unauthorized user or external
devices such as phones and tablets. If you are a webmaster, then you probably need to use the
program’s batch mode for encoding and protecting your website. Using the batch mode, you can
easily protect your entire website or you can protect the files that are inside the website. You will be
able to control the encoding process and protect the files that you need to make private. All the
encoded files can be password-protected, so you will not have to worry that your source code is
protected and your website is safe. Another great feature of the program is the fact that you will be
able to create a list of files that need to be protected, so you will not have to remember the files that
you want to protect and you will not need to encrypt files that you want to share with other users.
HTML Guardian License: HTML Guardian
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Simple, reliable and intuitive Macro Recorder. Record Keyboard Keystrokes and paste them into
another application, and control the PC with your Mac using VNC. KEYMACRO gives you the tools to
analyze, record and share your activities, with the options to set keystrokes into categories, and
enable password protection for applications to allow other applications to run them. It is a great tool
for user level encryption to help you protect your sensitive information. Many features to choose
from: - Encryption with or without password - List keystrokes into categories (e.g. email, passwords)
- Multiple instances - Save keystrokes into app database - Wipe keystrokes data on next boot - Save
and load macro - Recorder sound and screenshots - VNC control - Visual activity dashboard The most
popular soundboard and music player ever! This app will not only play the content it contains but
also display info about the files to make it easier and more convenient to use. Til now, more than
500.000.000 users have enjoyed this program because it is so convenient and easy to use.
AVConverter is a complete audio and video conversion tool with powerful conversion engine, video
editor and batch converter. It can convert most popular formats of audio and video to any other



format at high speed. With AVConverter you can convert audio and video for your iPod, iPhone, iPad,
MP3 player, PSP, Windows Mobile, video CD, DVD, VCD and more. Besides, AVConverter also has
powerful video editor, like trim, crop, rotate, add watermark to output video and even change video
effect. Main Features: ● Powerful Audio Converter: AVConverter supports most audio and video
formats including MP3, WMA, AAC, MP4, FLAC, AMR, AIFF, WMV, MOV, MKA, OGG, AVI, VOB,
ASF, M2T, MTS, DAT, 3GP, 3G2, 3GPP, MP4, TS, TSV, VOB, TP, AVI, MPG, MPEG, AMV, MPG, SWF,
VIVO, WEBM, VIVO HD, WMV, PSP, iPod, iPhone, iAudio, iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPhone 6, iPhone 7,
iPhone 8, iPhone X, iPad, iPad Mini, iPad 2, iPad 2edc1e01e8
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Encrypt and save files. Win7 Encrypt Files & Folders – Guard Your Web Files PC Internet Security
(PCIS) Encryption Virus Protector Pro – Encrypt Files & Folder Encrypt & Password Protect Files in
Outlook HTML Guardian is a lightweight Windows application that features encryption capabilities
for helping you encode your HTML pages, so other users cannot steal and reuse your source code in
other websites. This tool comes in handy for webmasters who need to encrypt their HTML code and
JavaScripts, password-protect their websites or individual files, optimize and compress the source
code, as well as protect entire folders, websites, or user-defined file lists in a batch mode with
security settings for each item. Rich-featured layout The program offers support for many dedicated
parameters, so you need to take some time and experiment with each built-in function for making
the most out of this utility. Encryption options and filters HTML Guardian gives you the possibility to
select the files and folders that you want to encrypt and apply a wide range of filters, such as
filename pattern, size, date, and/or user-defined words. Plus, you are allowed to create multiple filter
sets and apply the desired one in your future projects. It works with the following file formats:
HTML, JS, VBS, CSS, ASP, INC, SH, and PHP. What’s more, it offers support for an image protection
mode, and you are allowed to protect pictures bigger than a custom size and disable the browser
image cache. What’s more, you can test the encrypted data, define a list with files that you need to
periodically encrypt for triggering the automation of common encryption tasks, encode entire
websites, and protect your files with the aid of a strong algorithm corresponding to a 384 bit key.
Last but not least, you can use hotkeys for a better control over the entire process, write command-
line parameters, back up all your current settings and restore them, install additional plugins for
enhancing the program’s functionality, as well as convert web files (e.g. HTML, JS, VBS, TXT, PHP)
using the UTF-8 encoding method. Additional security features HTML Guardian comes packed with
several powerful tools built to give you a hand when it comes to disable right-click mouse operations,
printing, clipboard and Print Screen options, optimize the encrypted source code, encrypt only some
parts of the code, clean up your files by removing useless items (
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What's New in the?

HTML Guardian is a lightweight Windows application that features encryption capabilities for
helping you encode your HTML pages, so other users cannot steal and reuse your source code in
other websites. This tool comes in handy for webmasters who need to encrypt their HTML code and
JavaScripts, password-protect their websites or individual files, optimize and compress the source
code, as well as protect entire folders, websites, or user-defined file lists in a batch mode with
security settings for each item. Rich-featured layout The program offers support for many dedicated
parameters, so you need to take some time and experiment with each built-in function for making
the most out of this utility. Encryption options and filters HTML Guardian gives you the possibility to
select the files and folders that you want to encrypt and apply a wide range of filters, such as
filename pattern, size, date, and/or user-defined words. Plus, you are allowed to create multiple filter
sets and apply the desired one in your future projects. It works with the following file formats:
HTML, JS, VBS, CSS, ASP, INC, SH, and PHP. What’s more, it offers support for an image protection
mode, and you are allowed to protect pictures bigger than a custom size and disable the browser
image cache. What’s more, you can test the encrypted data, define a list with files that you need to
periodically encrypt for triggering the automation of common encryption tasks, encode entire
websites, and protect your files with the aid of a strong algorithm corresponding to a 384 bit key.
Last but not least, you can use hotkeys for a better control over the entire process, write command-
line parameters, back up all your current settings and restore them, install additional plugins for
enhancing the program’s functionality, as well as convert web files (e.g. HTML, JS, VBS, TXT, PHP)
using the UTF-8 encoding method. Additional security features HTML Guardian comes packed with
several powerful tools built to give you a hand when it comes to disable right-click mouse operations,
printing, clipboard and Print Screen options, optimize the encrypted source code, encrypt only some
parts of the code, clean up your files by removing useless items (spaces, tabs, new lines, comments)
from the encryption process, as well as save different sets of protection options to multiple profiles.
An overall powerful encryption app All in all, HTML Guardian proves to be a reliable utility that
provides a powerful feature pack. The rich set of configuration settings makes it an ideal
appplication especially for advanced users. HTML Guardian is a lightweight Windows application
that features encryption capabilities for helping you encode your HTML pages, so other users cannot
steal and reuse your source code in other websites. This tool comes in handy for webmasters who
need to encrypt their HTML code and JavaScripts, password-protect their websites or individual
files, optimize and compress



System Requirements:

System Requirements: Windows 10: Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-2330M / AMD Athlon™ II X4 620
Intel® Core™ i3-2330M / AMD Athlon™ II X4 620 Memory: 3 GB RAM 3 GB RAM Video: NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX 750 or ATI Radeon™ HD 7750 NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 750 or ATI Radeon™ HD
7750 Hard Drive: 40 GB available space 40 GB available space Additional Notes: Intel® HD
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